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INDUCED TRANSFORMATIONS ON EXTERIOR
PRODUCT SPACES

By JONG GEUN PARK

1. Introduction
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Let E be an n-dimensional vector space over a field F and let L(E, E) =L(E) be the
set of all linear transformations of E. A linear transformation h in L(E) induces trans
formations of APE, the space of p-vectors on E. A. P. Stone ([6J) obtained an identity
which gives a relation among the induced transformations. We generalize this identity.
h in L(E) induces the endomorphism hA of AE, the exterior algebra over E. We obtain
a formula for the rank of an endomorphism (gh)l" where g, h in L(E).

2. The induced transformations h <q) •

n

Let AE=AoE@AIE @···@AnE=(BAPE be the exterior algebra over a vector space E,
p~o

where AOE=F, A1E=E and J1 PE is the p-th exterior power of E (15P5n) ([1]). If {eh
.f2••••• en} is a basis of E, then {ei,A···AeiP I15i1<"'<ip5 n} is a basis of APE and APE

is a vector space of dimension (;) over F. Let S(i) be the set of all permutations of

the set {ir, ···ip}.

A linear transformation h in L(E) induces well-defined linear transformations h<q):
APE---APE, 05q5p5n, which are obtained by

where Iu I denotes the signature of the permutation u and the transformation h (0) is
taken to be the identity on APE. If p<q then it is understood that h (q) x =0 for any p.
vector x in APE.

For hEL(E) we put h···h(q-times) by hq. Let {it. "', jq} be a set of positive integers,
and we define a linear transformation [hi!, ... , hiqJ : APE---APE as follows. For each basis
.element ei,A···Aeip(15i1<···<ip5n) of APE, define

[hi!, "', hiqJ (eilA··· Aeip)

for 05q5p5n, and [hil , "', hiqJ=O for p<q.
r,-times ri-times
~ ~

We also put [ilhh "', DhkJ =[hh "'.hI. "'.hk• "', hkJ. where hh"', and hk are in L (E),
rl Ti

4lnd rh .••, rk are positive integers.
For example.
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q-times

h(q>=[~J=[nhJ, [hZJ<4> =[hZ, hZ, hZ, hZJ=[IlhzJ and
q 4

[h3, h3, hZ, hZ, hZ, h, h, h, h, h] = [nh3, 11hZ, Ilh], where hEL(E).
235

LEMMA 1. Let hEL(E). (1) [hi,hJ]=[hi, hi] for positive integers i and j.

(2) For a set {ill "', jq} of positive integers and a permutation q of {I, 2, "', q}

Proof. If xEAoEEf)AIE, then clearly [hi, hi]x=O= [hi, hi]x. Let eiIA···Aeip be an
element in a basis for APE. Then, by our definition, it is easy to see that [hi, hi] (eil
A"'Aeip) = [hi, hi] (eiIA···Ae;p) for P~2. Similarly, we can see that [hi, hJ]x=[hi, hiJx
for any member x in a basis for APE. Since P~2 is arbitrary, (1) is established. The
proof of (2) is similar to the proof of (1).

THEOREM 2. Let xEAPE and let q=mk+r, where q, m+1, k and r are Positive'
integers. Let

L = (hq ) (k> - (hq- k) (k> (hk) (k> +'" +(-1) i (hq-;k) (k> (hk) (ik)

+...+ (-1) m-I (hk+r) (k> (hk) «m-l>k> +(-1) m(hr) (k> (hi) (mi>

and let

LCi, t) = (_l)i(k) (kHt) [IlhkCm-i+l>+r, Ilhi(m-il+r, Il hk],
t k k-t t kCi-l)+t

where (})denotes the binomial coefficient for two positive integers i and j. Then

( i) Lx=O if k>p,
ko tt k-l tt-I

Cii) Lx=(~ ~L(i,t)+ ~ ~LCi,t»x if k:::;;P=uk+ko«m+1)k,
t=1 ;=1 t=1o+l ;=1

where O:S::ko<k,
k-l m

(iii) Lx=(~ ~L(i,t»x+L(m,k)x if q:S::(m+1)k:::;;p.
t=1 ;=1

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the identity for all elements of a basis of APE, because
any element in APE can be expressed as a linear combination of elements in a basis of
APE. We first prove (iii): Let {ell ez, "', en} be a basis for E. Then for any set {ill "',
jp} of positive integers with l:::;;jl<jZ<···<jp:::;;n, ej,A···Aejp is a member of a basis of
APE. We just prove the identity (iii) for elA"'Aep only, because the proof of the iden
tity for any other basis element is technically the same as the proof for elA···Aep. Con
sider

«hq- ik) (i> (hk) Cik> - (hq-<i+llk) (i> (hi) «Hl>k) (elA..•Aep).

An expansion of (hq - ii) (i> (hk) (m (elA···Aep) leads to (!k) (t) terms of (k+ 1) types. There,
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are (lk) (if) distinct terms of the form

We rewrite the above in the following:

I[llhq-(i-Dk, fThkJ 1= (1)) (ik).
k (i-I)k tk k

Similarly, we have that

ICllM-(i-Dk, hq-ik, llhkJ 1= (1)k') (k~ )(P-ik), ,
k-I (i-OHI t 1 1

I[llhq-(i-I)k' Ilhq- ik, IlhkJ I= (1)) ( ik )(P-ik), .
k-t t (;-l)k+t tk k-t t

ICChq- Ci - Dk, Ilhq- ik, IlhkJ I= (1)) (ik) (P-ik),
k-I ik-I tk 1 k-1

ICllhq- ik, IlhkJ I= (1)) (P-ik).
k ik tk k
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Similarly, the expansion of (hq-(i+Dk)(k)(hk)((i+1>k) (ev1···Aep) leads to (i-t'1)k)(1)
terms of (k+l) types. We also have the following:

ICllhq- ik, rWJ I= ( . P )(i+1)k),
k ik (t+l)k k

ICllhq- ik,h'r(i+Dk, IlhkJI=( . P )((i~1)k)(P-(i+1)k), ,
k-I ik+1 (t+ l)k k 1 1

ICllhq- ik, Ilhq-(i+l)k, IlhkJ 1= ( . P )(U+!)k) (P- (i+l)k), ,
k-t t iHt (t+1)k k t t

I[llhq-(HDk, IlhkJ 1= ( . P )(P- U+ l)k).
k (i+l)k (t+l)k k

It is easy to check that each of (h7-ik) (k> (hk) (ik> (eIA· ..Aep) and (hq-(i+llk)'k) (hk) wmkl

(eIA···Aep) has the term of the form

Hence, noting that (lk)(P//k) = (i-!l)k) (i+pk), the terms mentioned in above

will be cancelled in the expansion. Note that (h9 ) Ck> (eIA···Aep) leads to (~) terms of a

type of the form hqej,A···Ahqej.Aej,hA· ..Aejp which will be cancelled in the expansion of

Lx in the theorem. For the coefficient (-l)i(:) (kitt) of the expression
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L(i, t)x= (_l)i(k) (ki+t) [IThkCm-i+ll+r, IThkCm-il+r, IThk]x,
t k k-I I ik-k+1

-note that there are ki+t elements in the square bracket of

I[IIhq-Ci-I>k, IThq- ik, IThkJI =(P)( ik )(P-ik)
k-I I (i-1)1+1 zk k-t t

and (!k)V~t)(P-;ik)=(ki~t)(kitt)(:).Thus we get the coefficient (:)(kitt) in the

-expression L(i, tHe1A···Aep). Hence the identity (iii) of the theqrem is established.

Proof of (i) : If k>p then Lx=O by our definition.

Proof of (ii) : If ks.p=uk+ko«m+l)k and Os.ko<k, the identity in (ii) follows
from the identity for qs. (m+ l)ksp by considering a part of the right hand side of the
identity in (iii) .

3. The rank of (gh)A.

Each linear transformation h in L(E) induces the linear transformation hA=hcOl(f)h<l>
(f)···(f)h Cftl of AE, where h COl is taken to be the identity map on F. Then (hg)A=hAgA

for hand g in L(E) ([lJ). Let L(AE, AE) =L(AE) be the set of all linear transform
-ations of AE. Then there exists the map A : L(E)-----+L(AE) defined by A(h) =hA for
-each hEL(E). In this case A is a monomorphism and ImA~L(AE).

PROPOSITION 3. For h, g in L(E)

rank (gh) A) =2 ,.ankCk>-dim([m hnKer gl

Proof: Since rank (hA) =2rankCkl for h in L(E) ([4]), our proposition is clear ([3J,
{4]).

The author would like to express his appreciation to Professor Jin B. Kim for his
-valuable suggestions.
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